IAISLC CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

DAY 1 (June 4th)

8.00-8.30  Introduction: Why philosophy of linguistics? (Adrian Pablé)
8.50-9.40  Integrated sociality: communication and social organization (Peter E. Jones)
9.40-10.30 Integrating the participants’ perspective in the study of language and communication disorders (Charlotte Bisgaard Klemmensen)

10.30-11.00  break

11.00-11.50  Re-integrating second language learning (Maurizio Angeletti)
11.50-12.40 Deferred imitation, event representation and language production in one child’s socio-dramatic play (Bettina Perregaard)

12.40-13.40  lunch

13.40-14.30  On sign making as a foundational concept for linguistic inquiry (Charlotte Conrad)
14.30-15.20  Attentional actions and assertions (Jasper van den Herik)
15.20-15.50  break

15.50-16.40  Perceiving context while integrating signs: The retinal image myth and the language myth (Catherine Read)
16.40-17.30  (Visual) signs do not have fixed meanings (Wolfgang Teubert)
17.30-17.40  short break

17.40-18.30  Gramsci and the arousal of consciousness through language (Gianluigi Sassu)

******************************************************************************

DAY 2 (June 5th)

8.30-9.00  IAISLC executive committee meeting

9.00-9.50  In what sense is integrational theory radically lay-oriented? (Adrian Pablé)
9.50-10.40  Towards a dialectical theory of context (Lars Taxén)

10.40-11.10  break

11.10-12.00  The temporality of sign making (Dorthe Duncker)
12.00-12.50  Harris on questions: Interrogating integrationism (David Eisenschitz)

12.50-14.00  lunch

14.00-14.50  What do they talk about when they talk about tax? The changing narrative about taxation in the Mail and the Times (Michael Toolan)
14.50-15.40  Communicative creativity (Johan Siebers)

15.40-16.00  break

16.00-17.00  Roundtable